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By ROY KIMREL
On October 16, the Diamond
Jubilee Student Committee for
the 75th Anniversary of the UnL
versity of Puget Sound held a
meeting to discuss proposals and
ideas for a year long program
concerning the University's anniversary.
Bev Scott, Roberta Whinery,
Mark Hutcheson and John Pierce
form the committee whose meeting lasted for an hour. The purpose was to plan a program that
could be presented to Central
- Board at their October 17 meeting.
The program drawn up by the
committee was passed by Central Board in 45 minutes. Following are the six recommendations that were agreed upon:
(replica of list of proposals)
Diamond Jubilee Committee
wishes to recommend to Central
Board that the weekend beginning Th'ursday, Feb. 28 through
March 2 be a Student Diamond
Jubilee Weekend and include the
following events:
Thursday, Feb. 28 - Banquet
in the Fieldhouse for all students including fraternity men,
followed by a program.
Friday, March 1 - The Diamond Jubilee Show.

Saturday, [March 2 - Either a
big name band or vocalist for
a dance or a concert.
Possible names: Glenn Miller,
Benny Goodman, Jimmy Dorsey,
Percy Faith, Les Brown, Harry
Belafonte, George Shearing.
Diamond Jubilee Committee
wish to recommend to Central
Board that one of the bulletin
,boards in the SUB be used to
illustrate the history of UPS
and announcements of the Diamond Jubilee Year (to be sponsored by the Freshman Class if
agreeable to them).
Diamond Jubilee Committee
wishes to recommend to Central
Board that with the approval of
the junior class a concert similar to Ray Coniff two years ago
be put on in place of the Commencement Ball (we are working on Harry Belafonte) on May
17 which is the date scheduled
for the Commencement Ball.
Diamond Jubilee Committee
wishes to recomend to Central
Board that the UPS student
body pledge all profits from the
Diamond Jubilee Student Weekend and the concert sponsored
May 17 to the UPS Science
Building Fund. (We feel that
this is for our benefit and we
should help to contribute toward
it.)
Diamond Jubilee Committee
wishes to recommend that the
issue of the Trail published the
week of the Symposium be dedicated completely to the 75 years
of growth of UPS.
Diamond Jubilee Committee
wishes to recommend that all
events of the years which affect
the entire student body have the
words "Diamond Jubilee" in the
title for publicity purposes.

The Don Cossack Chorus and Dancers will be the opening attraction of the Artist and Lectures Committee program for the Diamond Jubilee year. The program will be
shown for only one night November 8 at the Fieldhouse.
The Platoff Don Cossack Chorus was originally organized in the capital of Czechoslovakia, Prague, in 1933. Since
the first practices were started they have been under the direction of Mr. Nicholas Kotrukoff. The members of this
talented chorus are the best
voc al taRus
ltenobtainable from
White
sia.

New Spanish
Cl ass B egins
•
For the Year
-
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West Linn Confab
Will Host Faculty
At Oregon Nov-9, 10
The West Linn Conference, an annual affair for Northwest college faculty members, will be held on November 9
and 10 at the West Linn Inn at Oregon City, Oregon. Ten
University of Puget Sound professors will attend the conference which is under the general programship of Dean John
D. Regester, Dean of Graduits Secretary of Religion in
ate School at UPS.
--

Higher Education.
Topic Is Biology
This year's topic, which conThe West tAnn Conference
cerns the biology field, is "Life will include administrators from
—as Molecules and Spirit." Washington and Oregon, and as
Three speakers have been selfar away as Montana. An atected for the program - Dr. tendance of over 75 is expected.
Robert H. Maybury, Associate
Professor of Chemistry at the There are various socities conUniversity of Redlands; Dr. nected with the conference 0th.
er than just the main body itKenneth Walker, Professor of
Biology at Oregon College of self. These include such groups
; as philosophy and chemistry.
Education and formerly of J5
and Dr. Chester Keller, Assist- Views are exchanged by thesE
ant Professor of Philosophy at groups during various times at
Central Washington College of the conference. These meetings
Education. are concerned with "ethical and
Beginning the conference on religious values" as well as the
Friday evening will be a dinner basic knowledge that is ex
at 6 p.m. followed by an address changed at the society meetings
.-,.y
Saturday morning Dr. Walker
will present a paper that will be
followed by a discussion. From
the philosopher's point of view,
Beginning in the last issue of
Dr. Keller gives his paper Satthe Trail, a series of features on
urday.
new faculty members was initiSymposium Will Be Held
ated. This week, we welcome to
On Saturday evening, Dr. Maybury will again address the the English department Dr.

Dr. Crosland Is
New English Prof.

conference, following dinner.
After the speech, a symposium
made up of three panel members
will discuss Dr. Maybury's presentation. The conerence will
close at 9 that evening.
The meeting, a non-clenominational affair, is made possible
through the support of Board of
Education of the Methodist
C!hirh anA Dr. Richard Bender.

George P. Crosland.
Crosland comes from Arizona
State University at Tempee.
While he was there, he completed woik on his doctorate thesis
on Milton. His choice of Milton
as the subject of his research
stemmed from previous work at
the University of California at
Los Angeles under a man prom
i.nent in this field.

The language department
at
UPS has added a new course to
its curriculum, Special
Studies
in Spanish. This class is design.
ed to offer what pupils need
most each year in their language class. This semester, Span
ish students are learning lingu
istics; next term the class will
elaborate on the history of lin
guistics and the evolution of Latin to modern Spanish.
Dr. L. Brice Bucklin expressed
enthusiasm for the new method
of teaching introduced to SpanIn it, students
ish education.
start right off with dialogue and
the
immediat utilization
of
language. Every language is
composed of a certain number of
phrases or pattern of words.
This new teaching practice begins with basic phrases, then
substitutes words in the pattern,
until the student acquires a complete vocabulary.
Tacoma
high schools have
adopted the new method extensively, but at present, Spanish
is the only language taught by
that technique here at UPS.

1 '1ortar Board
Offers Awards
Mortar Board again this year
is offering two Fellowship awards of $500.00.
One will be awarded to an active member of a 196263 chap
ter of Mortar Board, who can
qualify as a candidate for an
advanced degree beyond the
bachelor's degree in an accepted
university. Another Fellowship
will be awarded either to an active member or to an alumna
member of Mortar Board who
shall not have graduated from
college more than two years
prior to the award and who
can qualify as a candidate for
an advanced degree beyond the
bachelor's degree in an accepted
university or who has qualified
as a candidate for an advanced
degree in an accepted university
and has not completed more
than half the hours of credit required for the graduate degree
being sought.
The Katherine Willis Coleman
Fellowship, named in honor of a
former National President of
Mortor Board, have been awarded for several years to active
members of the organization as
an aid to graduate study. For
the past few years an award has
been ofered to an alumna member who has not graduated from
college more than two years
prior to the award.
Additional information, as well
as application forms, may be obtained from Miss Daisy Parker,

Chorus Tours Continents
Since its inception in 1933, the
chorus has toured all five con
tinents arid has crossed the
equator 19 times. There is no
other group which can compete
with the travels of this "vagabond" chorus.
The Eiffel Tower, London
Bridge, the tea plantations of
Ceylon, the wiltj beasts of South
Africa the elephants of India,
the ricepaddies of IndoChina,
the revolutions throughout the
world, and our own Seattle
World's Fair are familiar to the
members of the Platoff Chorus.
The group has travelled on a
total of 107 different liners and
visited 67 different countries.

°'' March 15, 1961, the chorus
ga'e its 7475th concert.
Regardless of the place where
the chorus gives its concerts, be
it the huge auditorium of the
Theatre of Colon in Buenos
Aires or the famous Carnegie
Hall in New York, in a modest
hail in a town with a population
of 3,000 or in the Fieldhouse on
the UPS campus, the chorus always performs with the same
thoroughness.
There is no such thing as a
big or little concert; to the chorus all concerts are eclually important.
The chorus first came to America on January 3, 1939, arriving in Seattle from Honolulu,
and since that time all have become citizens of the United
States For the membe
M the
group: America has finally become a home - a real home,
sweet and beloved.

.

Program Is Vaiicd

Their program here will be a
varied one including liturgical
music, folk songs, love songs,
Cossack battle songs and danees, and a group of English
songs. In addition they will prosent the authentic dances of the
C o s s a c k regiments, national
dances and the thrilling Cossack
Sword Dances "Lezginka."
Gary Thompson and S a n d y
Seyler, co-chairmen of the Artist and Lecture series announce
that tickets are now on sale.
The Don Cossack Chorus will
be on the UPS campus for one
night only, Thursday, November
8. The prices will be $1.50 for
adults and 75 cents for students.
Tickets may be purchased at
Ted Brown Music, Allied Arts,
and Fraser's in Lakewood. Tick
ets may be purchased on campus at the bookstore or the
Fieldhouse.
Remember, this performance
is open to the general public so
buy your tickets in advance and
be sure of having a seat.
Mortar Board Fellowship Chairman, Department of Government
Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida. Application requests must be made by December 1, 1963.
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Editorial Comment.
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There has been a great deal of concern recently over the
lack of school spirit at this University. This concern was
heightened with the recent Central Board motion concerning
the hatchet.
Many people feel that a college or university is a place
for education and education only. Sophistication has taken
the place of spirit and tradition.
Is education the only asset of college life? I think not.
When one goes to college he is using up four years of his or
her life. These years should include more than just book
learning. If reading from a book were the only asset of college life, then why does this University spend money on
Tudor Gothic architecture?
It would be much cheaper indeed to build a series of
functional buildings. The Tudor Gothic buildings are a part
of the rich and enduring tradition of this University. They
are a part of college life.
This same idea also pertains to other aspects of college
tradition. The name Loggers as a symbol of our athletic
teams, Spring Weekend, Homecoming and Varsity Show are
all traditions of the University.
This year more than any other, school traditions and
spirit should be emphasized. Traditions are the things we remember first when reviewing the past 75 years.

*

*

*

One of the toughest jobs of the year is the one taken
on by student chairmen for Homecoming. This year, being
the Diamond Jubilee Anniversary, made the task more difficult than ever. With this in mind I would like to congratulate George Brown and Carol Strobel for a job well done.

• ACROSS the DESK •
By TOM CR1JM
of excellence
"Appreciation
can be learned," stated Dr. Barnet Baskerville during a recent
series of lectures at the University of Washington. As DailY
reporter Beth Erickson stated in
her story of the lecture, "the
need for excellence in college
students rocketed into the national limelight after the first
Sputnik blasted into orbit" Careful readers may recall the 1958
Rockerfeller Report on Education, which stressed the need for
"excellence" in college both on
the part of the student and the
professor.
Dr. Barnet made it clear that
every student can participate
successfully in this pursuit of
excellence. "In the field of athletics, for example," he said, "we
have a perfect passion for excellence. Young men spend long
hours . . . in throwing, catching
and kicking a football. And
when, on Saturday afternoon,
one boy succeeds in throwing a
football straight and far so that
another boy is able to catch it,
0,000 throats roar approval, and
the deed is celebrated and recapitulated by exuberant alumni
at cocktails parties from coast
to coast." And then a sobering
thought: "Is it not a tragedy
that in the things that really
matter, the things of the mind
and the spirit, we make a Fetish
of mediocrity?"
The University of Washington
Is no different from our Campus,

in at least one respect: the
names intellectual and brain are
"considered attribute of disgrace." Quoting George Bernard
Shaw, Baskerville said "We

trust our eye, where we are
afraid to trust our mind or our
critical judgment."
Dr Barnet Baskerville concluded by saying that "the purpose
of a college education is to enable us to recognize excellence
when we see it, to distinguish
what is superior from what is
inferior and to know where its
superiority lies. This involves a
knowledge of standards, refined
aesthetic tastes and a critical
sense that enables us to make informed judgments." One need
not be a Phi Beta Kappa in order to either recognize excell
ence or become a educated man
or women.
And that is something to think
about.

Central Board
Lowdown....
By BILL BAARSMA
Central Board held its most
important meeting of the year
last Wednesday. Two paramount
issues were raised and voted upon.
The first issue concerned the
function of the Artist and L.ec
tures series. The finance cornmittee recommended to Central
Board that 75c be charged to
students and $1.50 for nonstu
dents at the A. and L. sponsored
Don Cossack Dancers and Chorus program.
Wiest Raises Issue
DickWiest raised the question
of the A. & L.'s right to charge
an admission to a program it
sponsors. Wiest claimed that
the original intention of. the A.
& L. committee was to provide
entertainment paid for by student fees.
This entertainment was to be
offered to the ASB with no admission charge.
Unfortunately, Sandy Seyler
and Gary Thompson were not
present to defend their case.
The vote was very close with
Wiest, Al Davenport, Clark ParSons, Bill Stegernan and Fred
Golladay voting against the moti,on and Rob Stephens abstain
113g.

Slap In The Face
I suggest to these members
Who voted against the motion to
examine the limited A. & L
budget. I think they should refleet upon the result of a nega
tive Vote on this issue. If the
Ceiltral Board had voted against
this program it would have been
a direct slap in the face to Gary
Thompson and Sandy Seyler.
Many hours of work which
these people put forth this summer to gain big name attractions to the UPS campus in this
anniversary year would have
been wasted. It would have been
very difficult for this campus to
get any more attractions of this
nature in the future.
Luckily there were enough
people on Central Board who
could see the implications of a
negative vote.
The Diamond Jubilee Cnit.
tee headed by £Mark Hutcheson
asked Central Board to accept a
series of recommendations that
would give it power to enact its,
program. With the exception of
one amended motion, C. P. pass
eç all of this important commit
tee's program. This was probab
ly the crucial vote of the evening and possibly the year. Central Board should be commended.
The Diamond Jubilee program
included the following motions:
1. D. J. Committee wishes to
recommend to Central Board
that the Weekend beginning on
Thursday, February 28, through
March 2, be a Student Diamond
Jubilee weekend and include the
following events:
Thursday, Feb. 28 - Banquet
in the Fieldhouse for all students (including fraternity men)
oloiwed by a program.
Friday, March 1 - The Dia.
mond Jubilee Show.
Saturday, March 2 - Either a
big name band or volcalist for
a dance or a concert.
Possible names: Glenn Miller,
Benny Goodman, Jimmy Dorsey.
Percy Faith, Les Brown, Harry
Belafonte, George Shearing.
Bev Scott moved that Central
Board adopt the recommenda.
tion. Seconded and passed. Mr.
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* LETFERStotheEDITOR *

To The Editor:
In the last issue of the Trail,
G. Scotfield expressed his low,
low opinion of "pseudointellect
uals" who go to foreign films
with their scalpels poised to dissect every action. These are the
same people who cannot sit
quietly in class. I agree that it
is somewhat discouraging to see
Robert Frost pickled and on a
pin, but at the risk of being
classified as a pseudointellecual
myself I'd like to make a few
allusions.
G. Scoield rightly accuses our
foreign film friends as "selfde
ception," but don't we an want
to be deceived? A rather wellknown writer named T. S. Eliot
claims mankind cannot bear too
much reality. And a character
called Holden Caulfield, decides
almost everyone is phoney and
Perdue abstained.
D. J. Committee wishes to
recommend to Central Board
that one of the bulletin board in
the SUB be used to illustrate
history of UPS and announce..
ments of the D. J. Year. (To be
sponsored by the Freshman
Class if agreeable to them).
Stegeman moved that Central
Board adopt the recommenda..
tion. Seconded and passed.
D. J. Committee wishes to
recommend to Central Board
that with the approval of the
Junior Class a concert similar to
Ray Coniff two years ago be
put on in place of the Commence
ment Ball. ( We are working on
Harry Belafonte) on May 17th,
which is the date scheduled for
the Commencement Ball. tege.
man moved that Central Board
adopt the recommendation. Seeonded the passed. Marion Gra..
ham Wiest and Parsons voted
No. Mr. Purdue abstained.
D. J. Committee wishes to
recommend to Central Board
that the UPS student body
pledge all profits from the Diamond Jubilee Student Weekend
and the concert sponsored May
17, and an additional amount to
be earned by students through
an organized drive to the TiPS
Science Building Fund. (We feel
that this is for our benefit and
we should help to contribute toward it). Scott moved that Central Board adopt the reeommen
dation. Seconded and discussion
followed. Parsons moved to ani.
end the motion by striking the
words "and an additional
amount earned by the students
through an organized drive."
Seconded and passed. The a
mended motion was voted on and
passed. Goliday abstained.
D. J. Committee wishes to
recommend that the issue of
the Trail published the week of
the Symposium be dedicated
completely to the 75 years of
the growth of UPS. Pierce moved that Central Board adopt the
recommendation. Seconded and
passed.
D. J. Committee wishes to
recommend that all events of the
year which affect the entire
student body have the words
"Diamond Jubilee" in the title
for publicity purposes. Scott
moved that Central Board adopt
the recommendation. Seconded
and passed.
D. J. Committee wishes to
recommend to Central Board
that the D. J. Committee be
established as a special commit..
tee on the agenda of Central
Board Wiest moved that C. B.
adopt the motion. Seconded a-nd
passed.

proceeds to have a nervous
breakdown. I am wondering if
G. Scofield - for himself dares force the moment to its
crisis.

To The Editor:
Today we all became judges.
Not just ordinary judges, but
judges over every decision, action, and thing we do or say.
"Man is the measurer." What
shall he measure? Distance,
time, Speed, Purpose? According to the Rev. Gene Bridges, we
may measure anything, up to
and including the idea of the
holy. He said we should "re.
ject the authority of the past"
and all other types of authority
except for that of the self.
University Chapel orr October
17 was a worship service only
in that it was held in the same
place, at the same time, and the
agenda was the same as the
usual worship service. The offirmation of faith mentioned two
things from Christian ethics:
that Bibles (which was not capitalized) were broken, and that
angels of the Lord were propa.
gated from animal wastes. The
speaker mentioned that worship
happened when a group of peopie came together and praised
a common value they upheld.
Does this make money something
to worship? Or love? Or suecess ? It must because there are
very few people who do not hold
one of these values high. Next
week why don't we all put our
dollar bills on the alter and pray
that they change themselves into
tens?
The question of the meeting
was whether or not ja.zz has a
place in a service of worship.
No real insight could be gained
from this meeting because it
was not a service of worship.
Since I have been made judge,
I shall say this : There is a defmite place that jazz should have
in relation to worship. That
place is out
BILL VEITFER
To The Editor:
After talking to quite a number of students at tIPS there
seems to be a definite dissatisfaction with the type of music
being procured for most of our
school dances. Speaking from
firsthand knowledge, UPS is the
only school in the state which
has not hired "Rock and Roll"
type bands for their dances.
With the introduction of the
Twist, R and R has been universally accepted everywhere;
everywhere, that
is, but IJPS.
Not only do I believe the school
dances would be more successful but a much greater profit
margin would be realized. This
is due to the fact that good R
and R bands are not expensive.
Also this type of entertainment,
at Colleges and Universities
throughout the state and elsewhere, is bringing in sellout
crowds. i: don't advocate this
type of music for all the tIPS
dances, but to certain ones, for
instance the Sadie Hawkins
dance. I feel a better form of
entertainment could not be
found.
In closing I believe, as so
many other college students do,
that R and R is a type of muslo
where "everyone has a good
time." Is TJPS to "sophisticated"
to have fun. If not, let's get the
"lame nonconformists" who are
hiring the music to start think..
Ing about what the students
want and not what they want.
ROBtN ROBERTS
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UPS Research
Program Gets
Needed Funds

Sister U. Committee Is at Work
On Exchange Program for Year
The Sister University Committee is working hard at an exchange program for the coming
year. This year's Tatnanawas
and issues of the Trail will be
sent to acquaint the Japanese
students with the UPS campus.
These student publications will
precede the arrival of John Deip,
the UPS exchange student.
Pictures To Be Shown

For those interested in seeing
pictures of campus life at Kita
Kyushu University, Dr. Warren
Tomlinson, chairman of the Sister University Committee, will
be showing movies of his recent
trip there, noon today in room
9 of the Student Center.
The committee hopes to be
able to invite President Ba Ba
of Kita Kyushu University to
UPS as a feature of the Diamond
Jubilee. Both John Deip and Dr.
Tomlinson are working on this
pro ject.
During the year the committee hopes to display Japanese
works of art. Presently there Is
a display In the Student Center

Featured Artists
Will Shmv Works
During School Yr.
Currently showing in the Kittredge Hall Art Gallery are pic
tures by Ambrose and Viola Patterson. Both are established artists and have had showings
around the world.
Gallery hours are Monday to
Friday 8:00 to 5:00 p. m. and
Sunday 1:00 to 4:00 p. m.
Friday, November 2 to 27 Paintings by Northwest Artists,
Corvallis, Pullman, Puyail.up, Tacoma,
Wednesday, Dec. 5 to 20 Sculpture from Seattle Art Mu..
sewn and Tacoma Collections of
Sculputure and Prints.
Friday, January 4 through 20
—Art Faculty Show.

Select Your
Typewriter

at

H. D. Baker Co.
1702 Tacoma Ave. So.
BR. 2-3227

Itent-S6 n.o.-Uuy

and one is to be put in Jones
Hall in the near future.
Movie Will Show Campus
John Jarstad, instructor of a
radio and television production
course at UPS, will work on a
movie of campus life to be sent
to Japan. Central Board is also
hoping to send a tape recording.
The committee hopes to work
through the education department in providing an exchange
of ideas in the field of elementary and secondary education.
The Sister University Committee meets every Thursday at
noon in the Student Center.

Waddell To Play
In Student Recital
Dan Waddell, a sophomore music major, is being presented in
an Advanced Student Recital on
Friday, October 26, at 8:15 p.m.
in the Recital hail of the Music
Building. He is from the piano
class of Professor Leonard Jacobsen.
Dan, the son of Mr. and Mrs.
Dan A. Waddell of Tacoma, is
a graduate of Stadium High
School. He has received certificates from the Western Washington Music Educators Association and the Washington State
Music Teachers Association. Last
spring he was chosen the out..
standing pianist in the Greater
Spokane Music Festival, winning both awards and cash prizes. He presently holds the Cleone Soule Music Scholarship at
UPS.
In the Friday concert, Dan
will play the Partita No. 2 in C
Minor, by J. S. Bach; Sonata

No. 3 in C Major, Op. 2, by
Beethoven; Concerto in F Major
(Italian), by J. S. Bach; Polonaise No. 4 in C Minor, by Chopin; and Polonaise No. 5 in F
Minor, by Chopin. The concert
is complimentary to the public.

90 Students
Will Attend
Seabeck Meet
The Fall Leadership Conference will be held next weekend
with 90 UPS students and 10
faculty members making the
trip.
The students include 50 upper
classmen representing Central
Board, the living groups, campus clubs and organizations. Also included were 40 freshmen
chosen by discussion leaders
during orientation week.
At the conference, students
will divide into faculty led
groups to discuss ASB and student problems. Topic or discussion will be freshmen orientation, elections, student affairs,
IFC and Panhellenic, student
government versus academic
work, and campus communications media.
Special guest speaker of the
conference will be President
Thompson.
The group will leave for Sea
beck Friday afternoon and return Saturday afternoon. John
Pierce and Al Davenport are
sponsors of the group.

FOR ALL OCCASIONS

BUDIUS
HERMES 3000

FLORIST

6th & Oakes
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DAN WADDELL, UPS sophomore, will present an advanced student recital October 26.

Faculty Gives Views
At Sorority Meeting
By REV MCCREADY

"How can sorority girls become college women?" and
"What Is a successful woman?"
was the central theme
discussed by Professors Simon
son, Gross, Karlstrom, and Heppe at the Panhellenic Workshop
held Saturday morning in the
Music Building Recital Hall.
Eileen Neuhart moderated this
panel discussion held to help
promote faculty - sorority rela
tiers. The professors willingly
Imparted their views to the girls.
Dr. SInioo.i Speiks

Dr. Simonson, speaking first.
summed up most of what was
said later by stressing that the
goal in life is to be an integrated person. one with a central devotion to which every personal
endeavor is compatible. He recognized three sets of opposite
pursuits among sororities that
would prevent the integrated
perforrance of any two oppo
sites at the same time.
First is the conflict between
study and fun; second. the division nurtured between intelligence and attractive sexuality;
third. the professed desire of the
groups for companionship among
all people, in conflict with the
exclusive companionship actually
practiced.
He stated that stdying can
be fun, that intelligence enhances attractiveness and wondered if the students are confronting or fleeing the conflicts which
are presented in the classroom,
the social program, and in other
parts of the world.
There is a virtual social revolution going on about us and in
our relatively homogeneous sorority or college community it is
all too easy to fail to sit down
and define a role of action. It is
all too easy to pursure youth
ful social functions of appelling
sameness year after year. The
professors generally deplore the
sexual contact type of functions
(firesides, etc.) to the exclusion
of any other type such as speak
ers, music and art appreciation,
social service. What potentially
there is for groups to sponsor a
variety of activities which will
lift their sights and maturity.
Dr. Gross Emphasizes Needs
Dr. Gross emphasized that the
educational needs of a woman
are so much more varied than

those of the men. She has a dual
role in her life, which men do
not have, first of creating and
raising a family, and when they
are gone, she must adapt her
self to a new life, and with her
lifeexpectancy out - distancing
that of men, she may be faced
with still more responsibilities
late in life.
Hence, how can her college
training be to her benefit? Will
she become a mere "campus follower," seeking male favors, fin
ally giving up all the training
which made her attractive to
take the family role? The idea
is prevalent that she will need
-this training only if she is "unsuccessful" and doesn't gain ad
mittance into the haven of mar
riage. However, women have
such potentiality for bringing
lasting enrichment to their lives
and those of their associates, to
other people through service,
and to professions through hard
work, Much time, money and
resentment goes into doing activities which probably do not
benefit anyone. For instance, do
alumni return to see Homecoming decorations, or to see each
other?
As academic pressures increase at this college, many activities will have to be carefully scutinized to see just what
purposes they are satisfying.
Sheer time element will help determine just how much can be
done, and the professionals sug
gested a criterion of service and
group unity of action to judge
the worth of an activity. Only
by committing ourselves to certain goals for the future can we
arrive at integrated pursuit.
Then we will be able to see how
the present determines and provides for the future, and what
each of us will value them, by
laying the foundations now.

SAVE
Cash and Carry
SKIRTS
SWEATERS
SLACKS
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Nv-Way Cleaners
SK. 9-7262

Working in its second year,
the University of Puget Sound
Research Institute has contact
ed research programs totaling
$50,000.
The institute, headed by Dr.
Robert Sprenger, chemistry pro..
fessor, is a corporation made up
of members of the faculty and
local community members. While
the research has been limited so
far to scientific research, plans
-are being made to branch the
program to other fields.
Contracts are made with gov.
ernment agencies which ask the
institute to do research in specific areas and pay the expenses
as well as an overhead fee which
is transfer-red to the institute.
Grants are also given by the
government for research pur..
poses, part of which go to the
institute for further projects.
Although the major part of
the research is done by the local
faculty, several students are
hired to do some of the techni..
cal work. These students are
thus given the opportunity for
furthering their own knowledge
of science.
This is the first year that any
real program has been in existence; most of last year was devoted to establishing the institute.

'Showboat' Will Be
Next Campus Film
By JANICE ERF'r

"Showboat," the musical..
drama by Jerome Kern and Oscar Hammerstein II, will be the
campus film shown this Saturday evening in Jones Hall auditorium. This famous operetta
which has become a classic of
the American theatre, is the eeL.
orful story of a group of enter..
tainers who travel the Misslag..
ippi River on a showboat. In eeL
or, the film portrays the livee
and customs of these people at
the turn of the century.
The score includes such old
standards as "Bill," "Can't Help
Lovin' That Man," and "Ole Man
River."
Staring with Kathryn Graysoti
and Ava Gardner are Howard
Keel, Joe E. Brown, Agnes
Moorehead and William Warfield, and others.
Showtime is 8 p. m. and the
price is 15 cents. All students
and their guests are invited to
attend the movie.
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Award Given
By Pillsbury
To Students
The 1963 Pillsbury Awards program offers Home Exnomics
students graduating between
January and June, 1963, the opportunity to apply for a "dream"
junior executive position in Pillsbury's Home Service Center.
On June 20, 1963, the top award winner will step into a key
position as Associate Director of
Pillsbury's Junior Home Service
Center, receiving a salary of
$4800.

This unusual, oneyear position
includes being introduced to the
1963 American Home Economics
Association Convention in Kansas City, attending the 15th
Grand National Bake-Off as the
Pillsbury's official hostesses to
the Junior Contestants (The 1962
winner met Mrs. Dwight D. Eisenhower during the Bake-Off in
Now York last September), and
appearing on women's TV pro
grams around the United States.
Other aspects of the Associate
Director's postion include testing
and developing recipes, speaking
to teenage groups about Home
Economics careers, writing teenage party books and posing for
newspaper pictures on teen par
ties.
The junior executive training
program is planned to give practical and personalized training
in the operation of major corpor
ate departments, relating their
operations to the role of the
home economist in business. This
includes training in the research
and development laboratory,
packaging, marketing, public relations and company advertising
agencies.
In addition to her salary, the
top Pillsbury Award Winner for
1963 receives $1000 in cash and
after her year's training either
a $2500 scholarship for graduate
study or a permanent position
with the Pillsbury Company.
Other awards given in the
1963 program include: $250 in
cash and a two-day, expense paid
trip to (Minneapolis for the six
award finalists; honor citations
for all recommended Awards
Program applicants.
To apply for the 1963 Pillsbury
Awards Program, or for further
information, see your head of
Home Economics Department.
Application deadline for the 1963
program is November 14, 1962.

TONY'S
BARBER SHOP
Ll
TONY - RAY -- KEN
Props.
3814½ North 26th

ANGEL FLIGHT - Front row, Sheri Shores, Coed Colonel and Commander of Angel Flight; second row, right
to left, Sue Baker, 2nd Lieut.; Sheri Zabel, Major; Bonnie
Steussy, 2nd Lieut.; Julie Olander, 2nd Lieut.; Beth
Barnes, 2nd Lieut. Back row, right to left, Jan Smith,
2nd Lieut.; Ann Martin, 2nd Lieut.; Judy LeBeau, 1st

GREEK and SOCIAL NEWS
Thea (Jill

The pledge class of Theta Chi
would like to announce their
new officers as follows: president, Chuck Evatt; vice presid.ent, Bob Griesel; secretary, Bob
Clark; treasurer, Dick George;
and seargant at arms, Don Fennel.
So far Theta Chi holds the record for having the most people
in the hospital for homecoming.
Al Burrows suffered injuries
from a fall from a truck, and
Ron Gardner and Tom Callahan
were both hospitalized from a
bicycle wreck.

nounced her engagement to Bob
Bailey, a Phi Gamma Delta at
Oregon State. A summer wedding Is planned.

Lieut.; Donna Larson, 2nd Ueut.r, Caye Ross, C,ptain;
Jan Hinton Bower, Major (former Coed Sponsor). Not
picture: Lisette Shaw, 2nd Lieut.; Linda Eyerly, Colonel
(former Coed Col.); Mariella Driskell, Major (former
Coed Sponsor).

Campus Shorts
Suniner Jobs

The American Student Thfor
matlon Service, the only official,
*
*
*
authorized organization placing
American college students In
Beta Theta Pi
The pledge class of Beta Theta summer jobs In Europe on a
Pi fraternity held a successful large scale, Is celebrating its 6th
sneak last Wednesday evening. annIversary by offering travel
A date affair, the pledges hid grants and cash scholarships
from $10 to $175 to the first
from their actives in the Metho1,000 students applying for sumdist church in Fircrest.
*
*
*
mer jobs In Eu.rope.
Summer jobs in Europe InKappa AIpJia Theta
The pledge class successfully dude factory work, resort-hotel
held their "sneak" last Monday work, farm work, construction
evening. The group took the work, office work, hospital work,
*
*
*
ferry to Vashon Island where child care and camp counseling
they spent the evening In the positions.
Alpha Phi
Jobs are available in Europe
The Alpha Phi's entertained a home of a Theta alum. On their
and the wages range from $175
distinguished visitor at their return to campus the girls were
meeting October 15. Mr. and greeted with the news that they a month for the highest paying
Mrs. Young, the parents of Al- would have to serenade various positions in Germany to only
room and board in Spain. The
pha Pi pledge Gail Young were fraternities on campus in order
visiting their daughter. Mrs. to get back their pajamas which jobs are offered in conjunction
with package arrangements
had been distributed to the fraYoung is the state alumni chaircosting from $150 to $199.
ternities by the actives. Tuesday
man of Hawaii.
evening the Thetas sang and Among other things, each appli
Miss Lonna Ross was awardcant is provided with an album
were, as promised, rewarded
ed the gold pledge pin at the Al..
with the return of their paja- - of language records of the counpha Phi meeting October 15.
try in which he will be working,
mas.
This award is given in honor of
*
*
*
a student pass allowing bearer
her activities in Alpha Phi and
discounts throughout Europe,
Episcopal Church
on campus for the first month
complete health and accident inIn contrast to the Jazz Worof school. Miss Ross will wear
surance coverage and a choice of
ship service at last week's Unithe pin for one month, at which
tours ranging from 6 to 24 days.
versity Chapel a liturgical sertime it will be awarded to the
Although ASIS offers complete
vice is planned from the Book
outstanding pledge for morth of
arrangements with a roundtrip
of OOinmon Prayer of the EpisOctober.
copal Church this Thursday. The scheduled jet flight, students are
The Alpha Phi's had double exfree to make their own travel
Reverend Irwin McKinney of St.
citement October 15 as a pinning
arrangements. ASIS expects that
Luke's Church will be present to
and an engagement were anmany students participating in
read the morning service and to
oi.mced. Karen Purchase, presid- speak on the subject "The Case college charter flights will also
ent of Alpha Phi, announced her
want summer jobs in Europe.
for Formal Worship." Chapel
pinning to Curt Sprague of Beta
For a complete 20 page prosChorus will add in the liturgy
Theta Pi. Barbara Strickland anpectus and a European job appli
by singing responses and leadcation, contact either the direcing the congregation in the "Ventor of the Student Union, the
TYPEWRITER
ite" and the "Jubilee Deo." The
Placement Officer or write diUniversity Chapel is or studHEADQUARTERS
rectly to ASIS, 22 Avenue de la
ents, staff, and faculty and is
held weekly in the Recital Hall Liberte, Luxembourg City,
Grand Duchy of Luxemborg. Enof the School of Music at 10 a.m.
close 20 cents for airmail reply.
on Thursdays.

RENTALS

$600 per month

TAYLOR'S

Rentai Purchase Plan

WANTED

OFFICE MACHINES

Service & Supplies

Part-time salesman with
car. Write: H. J. Tibbits,
Jr., 609 Paulsen Bidg.,
Spokane 1, Wash.

2040 - 6th Avenue
Across from Jason Lee
Jr. High School

REMINGTON and CORONA
PORTABLES TOO!

GOOD FOOD
Close . . . Convenient

CHARLESOX'S
215 No. Lawrence

d Tun

There will be a meeting o
applicants for the UPS ski te
tomorrow, Wednesday, Oct.
at 12:15 p.m. in Dr. Spreng
office, Howarth 202.
All interested in the pro
are urged to attend the m
ing. Those unable to attend rri
call Tom Ernest, ext. 692
further information.
*

*

*

Drill Teun
(det 1st Lt John V. Cl
was reoentl3r appoInted o
nnder of the Universfly of
get Sound AJ!ROTC Drill Te
The Drill Team is scheduled
appear at home football ga
and civic events during
year.

The Drill Team Color 6w
will present the flag at all
football and basketball gamE
The Drill Team consists
select volunteers from AFRII!
basic cadet program. There
22 freshman and sophomore
dets on the team.

BRING US YOUR

WatchQs
!eweiry
Clocks
for quality repulr servi

Ray Sowers
Jewelry
2703 No. Proctor SK. 9

I
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CLUB NEWS
The Chips
Yes, there is a spirit group at
UPS. It's called Chips, and
is an organization of women interested in promoting school
spirit and pep for athletic endeavors.
The maroon coulotted coeds
meet every Wednesday night at
9 in the Central Board Room
under the presiding eye of Carol
Strobe!. Other Chip officers are:
Mary Brown vice president; Dianne Davidson, director of publicity; Diane Longanecker, song
leader.
In a cooperative effort with
the Choppers, men's spirit group,
the Chips have given pep rallies
in the Student Center at noon
on Fridays preceeding games.
They also attend the games and
yell their lungs out for the UPS
Loggers.
Stolen Flag
Would the person who took the
Japanese flag from the SisterUniversity display please place
it in an envelope and slide it
under the door of Dr. Tomlinson's office? This flag belongs
to one of the Japanese students
at UPS.
Sailing Club
There will be a Sailing Club
meeting Thursday, October 25,
at 7:00 p. m. in room 9 of - the
Student Center. The purpose of
this meeting is to make preparations for putting the boats in
the water by October 27.
Anyone interested in sailing is
urged to attend this meeting.
Experience in sailing is not necessary. This is the last chance
for non-sailors to begin lessons
On the fundamentals of sailing.

*

*

*

"Is World Domination the Aim
of the Soviet Republic?" This is
the topic of a discussion being
held this afternoon at 4 p.m.
David Holloway will lead the
group discussion in the Student
Center, room 212. The question
is asked in the third chapter of
Eric Fromm's book, "May Man
Prevail." All interested are in.
vited to attend.

*

*

*

Campus Film
Campus Films, with the help
of Dean Thomas, will be showing two films next week. Besides "Showboat," being shown
on Saturday, "King Henry V"
will be featured on Friday. The
movie was originally obtained
by Dean Thomas for his History
class.
From 1817 until the Civil War
no internal taxes were levied by
the United States, as customs
and sale of land provided sufficient revenue.
The 1862 Internal Revenue Act
provided for progressive taxation, levies on incomes, and tax
withholding.
From 1868 to 1913, nearly 90
per cent of internatnon revenue
came from taes on distilled
spirits, tobacco, and fermented
liquor.

6th Ave Florist
Closest Florist
to the
UPS Campus
Corner 6th and Union
SK. 9-3939

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS
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Medical Myths Are Interesting
With Today's Varied Science
Parents who consistently warn the small fry that
watching television for hours on end causes eyestrain are in
for a rude shock. According to the best medical opinion, it
isn't so.
If a historic pattern holds, the alleged connection between too much TV and injury to the vision may soon join a
vast centuries-old collection
post yourself to it needlessly
of medical myths.
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EducationDept. Wind Damages
Only Minor
Highlights
To Campus
...

WEA Regional Meet at WWSC
The fail western regional meeting of student WEA will be held
on the campus of Western Washington State College at Boilingham, on Saturday, November 10,
at 8:30 a.m. "Century 22 in
Education" will be the theme of
the oonference.
Exciting and informative programs have been planned. The
keynote address will be given
by Dr. Jarrett, president of
WWSC, on the topic "Concept of
the Educated Person." Cost will
be $1.75. This includes a luncheon.
Cars will leave the UPS campus or will pick stude.nts up
elsewhere at approximately 6:30
a.m.
Reservations must be in by
October 26. Students who are
interested will please indicate on
the sign-up sheet on the UEA
bulletin board. For further information please contact Steph.
an Michael at GR. 2-6467, or
Mrs. Greisel or Mr. Gross of the
School of Education.
Interviews for Teaching
Positions
A representative from tin.
Montgomery County School District will be on the UPS campus
October 29, from 1:00 on, to interview candiclats for teaching
positions. Interested students
are asked to make an appointment with Mrs. O'Conner at Extension 252, if they wish to see
this representative.
HEA Membership Drive
The University Education Association is continuing its membership drive until October 31.
For $5.00 education students
can become not only a member
of the local Education Association, but also a member of the
Washington Education Association and the National Education
Association.

Hi-Lite
Styling Salon
JOYCE and EVA
2708 No. 21st

SK. 2.0202

"I don't think any student
body could have shown finer
spirit after such a tragic mci..
dent as the storm."
These were the words of UPS
President R. Franklin Thomp.
son Upon his return from an allday trip to Seattle to find the
Homecoming decorations blown
down and the scheduled street
dance being held in the SUB Under candle light.
The wind storm, or Hurricane
Frieda as it was later established, generally only did minor da
mages to the campus. Several
trees were toppled by the high
winds on the campus - the big
fir tree in back of Jones Hall
and another in front of the Sig
ma Alpha Epsilon Fraternity
house.
Trees in front of Howard Hall,
which were badly damaged by
a silver frost three years ago,
were again badly damaged and
only time will tell if they can be
saved.
Perhaps the tree of the greatest value was the big white
birch in front of Jones Hall.
This tree, planted in 1924 when
Jones Hall was constructed, had
only surface roots and toppled
easily in the strong gusty storm.
Dr. Powell stated, however, that
he wants to replace the tree
with the biggest white birch he
can find and still be able to replant it. The tree that fell was
38 years old.
Other destruction to the campus resulted in only minor money losses. The UPS press box
on the football field was rocked
by the wind. Meanwhile, shingles were ripped off Howarth
Hall and Tenzler Hall and plastic sheeting torn from the pool
roof. Windows were also broken in Howarth.
The Internal Revenue reorganizafion of 1952 abolished all political appointments in Internal
Revenue except for the position
of Commissioner.

Not so long ago, some were
and never get a rash.
claiming just as fervently, an1
Fact: Poison ivy rash results
just as erroneously it turned from an allergy, just as hay
out, that cooking in alumninum fever does, and allergies are
pots and pans could cause cantrick reactions. Cases are known
cer.
in which allergy victims have
A little more than 100 years
been exposed to a certain irritago green leaves were worn in- ant for years before some Unside the hat crown to ward off
mechanism within
determined
the body set off a reaction. Pois..
sunstroke.
Some myths have hung on bein ivy is one of the most notorious irritants so why take a
cause, in a back-handed way,
they were helpful - like the one chance ? Incidentally, injections
about garlic being a preventaof some of the newer steroid
tive for colds. Eating garlic does
drugs have been highly successivy
not kill the cold virus, but the
ful in clearing up poison
pungent odor wards off everyrash.
one - including cold-virus carMyth 3 - That fluoride, which
riers - who otherwise might inhelps build resistance to tooth
feet you.
decay, is a "poison" and that
Today, most of the old myths
death rates are higher in coinare ludicrous. Others still spell munities which have fluoridated
ways:
trouble in one of two
water.
and
They either cause endless
Fact : Dr. Thomas L. Hogan of
needless worry, or they lull the
the U. S. Public Health Service
patient into false security when
checked death dates of five cithe really needs expert medical
ies, both before they fluoridathelp.
ed their water and 10 years afCan you tell myth from fact,
ter. He found no indication that
medically speaking? To help you
floridate had any effect on morform a better basis for judg- tality rates.
ment, six common medical my.
Many communities, however,
ths, still widely believed are listof
still don't have the benefit
ed below together with facts,
fluoridated water as a tooth deand professional opinion to recay preventive. Te help fill this
fute them.
gap, research scientists at a
Myth 1 - That a diabetic
leading pharmaceutical company
can't lead a normal, active life,
developed a trio of preparations
Fact: At least two well-known
called Adeflor, which combine
U.S. tennis stars are diabetics;
fluoride with vitamins.
Miitr T'inrp11n
n was the h'if
LaGuardia of New York. With
early detection and proper care,
most diabetics can keep symp
toms under control, hold down aL
most any kind of job, get marrL
ed, and have children. Seventy
per cent of all diabetics, mostly
mild cases, can take tables by
mouth. Others must still rely
on insulin injections. Careful
diet and controlled exercises are
essential for all dabetics.
Myth 2 - That if you're immune to poison ivy, you can ex-

r w

Yarns, Needlework, Rugs,
Kits - Free Instruction
with Purchases

THE KNITTING NOOK

University Place
Prestige Bldg.
7902 West 27th Street
Tacoma, Washington
CLOSED SUNDAY and MONDAY

71

HORSE'S TAIL WEST
RESTAURANT
MODERATE
PRICES
Möday Thru Thursday
7 A.M. to 10 P.M.
Sunday — lO to 10

Noo 26th & Proctor

S

we Cater to Outgoing
Order At
?40 Extra Charge

Friday and Saturday
7 to 12

5K 2-8322

10% DISCOUNT
To UPS Students and Faculty
on orders of $1.00 or more
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Loggers Keep Lead, Top Savage. s, 19 = 0
' The Lucky Logger
By STAN FARBER

Tabbed the Lucky Loggers and the "hitless wonders,"
the University of Puget Souid opened up and really showed
the Eastern Washington Homecoming fans some real offensive football power last Saturday afternoon.
The rushing and passing game complemented each other, and the kicking game always added another threat, either
via a punt or a field goal.
Another factor in the Logger success the past four
games has been the outstanding defensive stands that the
Puget Sounders have been making. The crunching tackles
by the Loggers have caused opponents to fumble 18 times in
the four contests, losing 10 of the loose pigskins to the
Lucky Loggers.
Jarrin' Jack Sather, the Loggers' outstanding full-

Evergreen
Conference
League Season
41-0
PUGET SOUND ....400
32-0
3-1-0
Whitworth
3.1-1
2-1.1
Western Wash
L2..1
22..1
Central Wash.
041
Eastern Wash. -------- 0-3i
1-3i
Pacific Lutheran ...031
...... ..........
.... .....
........

RESULTS LAST SATUTRDAY

Puget Sound 19, Eastern 0
Whitworth 32, Central 0
Western 13, Pacific Lutheran 7
SChEDULE THIS SATURDAY

Western at UPS, 1:30
Pacific Lutheran at Whitworth,
1:30
Eastern at Central, 1:30

back-halfback, has been pounding enemy lines for consistent yardage. He's tough to bring down. Gary Dasso
and Paul Rushfeldt also turned in some of the hardest
running that they've shown in quite a while.

Jim Mancuso, the field-goal kicker who won the previous two games with three-pointers late in the game, faked
a field goal and pitiched for a six-pointer. That proved to
be the winning score. That makes three straight games that
Mancuso has figured in the winning tally. The 6-1, 175pound junior halfback transfer from the University of Washington via Olympic Junior College lives in the shadow of Pacific Lutheran University, but chose to come to UPS. Logger
fans have found no cause to regret that decision. In fact,
they're mighty glad that Jim chose to cast his lot with the
Loggers.

RAlPh BAUMAN
Logger Linnan

GARY DASSO
Backfield Star

*

*

*

SEE YOU AT THE GAME SATURDAY AFTERNOON!

Li...

V

The Loggers held Eastern on
downs at the UPS 45 In the opentug moments of the final per
Three plays later, a 23-yard
Brustkern - Mancuso pass set
the hail on the Savage 31.

Gary Dasso squirted through
the line for 12 yards, Rushfeldt
smashed for five more yards,
and Brustkern lost one. Dasso
exploded for 13 yards off left
guard through the gaping hole
opened by Mike Flannery. Sath(Continued on Page 7)

IeVUVLtU.

._. _.
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L4I 1)15

fleld Goal Missed

standings.

The Lucky Logger salutes the Associated Student Body
and Mrs. Frances Swayze, candidate for re-election as 26th
District representative to the Washington State Legislature,
for their generous contributions to finance the telephone line
which allowed Radio Station KTAC to broadcast the UPSEastern Washington football game live and direct from Cheney last Saturday afternoon. Mrs. Swayze, a Logger alum,
works in the UPS admissions office.

.._.3

dilU uie

would have to travel 53 yards
in the air over the crossbar if
successful), but the boot fell
just short and under the up.
righth.
once again, Eastern had to
punt a.iter tii.ree piays. ups
took over on its 40, but a Jack
Sather to Lee Ross pass quickly
netted 35 yards with 42 seconds
left in the half. Since the Loggers had used all their time outs
a hurried field goal attempt by
im Mancuso from the 27 fell
just short as the time ran out
in the first half.
Neither team threatened in
the third quarter.

play as the Puget Sounders
drove to the Savage 11. A fum..
ble two plays later ended the
drive as the Savages' Jim Gold
pounced on the loose pigskin.

And if there's anybody we left out, please don't
feel slighted. It's taken a team effort to get where the
name of Puget Sound is now listed in the conference

*

Eastern took the kickoff and
launched its only serious threat
of the afternoon, driving to the
UPS 18 before Dave Davis funib-

A.... 1__.
tS_.
LU iue hiS Ud.Ld.ihi.

Several players have been called on to go on both offense and defense - a hip! hip! hooray! for Ralph Bauman,
Gary Brown, Dave Campbell, Cal Christoph, Gary Dasso,
Mike Flannery, Mickey Kalyk, Jack Kern, Dick Lawrence,
Jim Mancuso, Tom Rawlings, and Les Ross.
Let's not forget those offensive linemen, either, including Harlan Patterson, Mike Flannery and Dave Campbell.

*

Loggers Recover
Eastern safety Lee Grichuhin
fumbled Dick Dornfeld's punt on
the Savage 30, and the alert Log.
gers recovered at that point midway in the opening period.
Three plays netted six yards,
setting up a fourth and four sit.
uation.
Mancuso, who had kicked the
gamewinn1ng
U
otis two Saturdays lined up
field goal position at the right
hashmarks. however, he took a

About halfway through the
second quarter, UPS began to
drive. A 21 yard burst on the
draw play by Rushfelclt (brily
one man stood between him and
the goalline, but he tripped the
Logger fullback and caused him

flip! Hip! Hooray!

*

The Evergreen Conference league-leading University of
Puget Sound Loggers ruined Eastern W:aShington College's
Homecoming at Cheney last Saturday by posting a 19-0 victory. The win was the fourth straight for UPS, and kept
the Logger record unbeaten in Evergreen competition.
Strating quarterback Mike Brustkern and halfback Jim
Mancuso tossed for touchdowns, and a Brustkern-Mancuso
completion set the stage for
the third score.

ieu

There's not enough that you can say about the defense,
either. Gary Brown, Kent Chisman, Dennis Egge, Larry
Green, Bob Izzi, Mickey Kalyk, Jack Kern, Dick Lawrence,
Jim Mancuso, Jim Randall and Les Ross certainly come in
for plaudits as well as the rest of the defensemen.

AND WATCH THE UNiVERSITY OF PUGET SOUND
LOGGERS BATTLE FOR THAT CONFERENCE
TITLE.

By STAN FARBER

I..s

Mike Brustkern has developed into a fine signal-caller
with good ability to run the team as well as pass.

Now, it's up to the team to stay in front of the pack.
Two real toughies - Western and Whitworth - are scheduled in the next two weeks and those games will be followed
by cross-town rival Pacific Lutheran which is always a
tough nut to crack.
The games must be played one at a time. Whitworth,
possibly the hottest team in the league at this writing, is
breathing hot on UPS's neck and it looks like the Loggers
are going to be the only team which has a chance to cool the
Pirates off.
It adds up to an interesting conclusion of the season - DON'T FORGET TO BE IN AITENDANCE

Homecoming Football Contes:

direct snap from center, faked
right and pitched left to arting
fullback Paul Rushfeldt who
hauled In the ball on the 5
The powerful Logger baCk
raced down the left sidelines,
before cutting back at the S
sidestepping a hone Savage de..
fender and ran into the
zone. The scoreboard clock show
ed only 7:36 gone In the gJfl
when Manusco kicked the extra
point,

Dick Dornfeld, a 6-2, 178-pound transfer quarterback from the University of Hawaii, has proved to be
the best punter that Logger coach John Heinrick has
had at this school since he began in 1948 as lIPS grid
mentor. Dick is also a fine passer.

Les Ross has proved to be an outstanding end for the
Loggers. Cal Christoph, Dasso, Mickey Kalyk, Dick Lawrence, Mancuso, Rushfeldt, Sather, Harley Somers, Keith
Weeks and Bill Wicks are also fine pass catchers.

Pu get Sound RuIns Eastern

The Loggers held, and the
Easterners were forced to punt.
A short kick set the ball on the
Loggers 38. After gaining six
yards in three plays, a 5.yard
illegal precedure penalty set
UPS on the 37. Mancuso tried a
field goal from the 43 (the ball

New Start!
New School Year!
New Resolutions!

COME TO CHURCH
SUNDAY!!
Pilgrim
Congregational
Church

First
Congregational
Church

(United Church of Christ)
Worship 11:00 A.M.
(4 blocks from campus)
No. 24th 8 Warner

Worship 11:00 A.M.
(Downtown)
Division & J Sts.

INSPIRING MUSIC - CREATIVE WORSHIP
LIFE CENTERED SERMONS

STUDENTS WELCOME!!!

— Complete —

FOOD SERVICE
plus

FOUNTAIN
OPEN TILL
MIDNIGHT
.

VICTORY
STORE
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Swimmers Practice
For Season's Meet
By RON MANN
Coach Don Duncan and his 25 varsity swimmers are
heading into their fourth weeI of practice. All work up to
p this point has been of a conditioning nature, but has included
quite a bit of swimming. This swimming has been done on
a workout basis only so far as Coach Duncan does not plan
to take any time trials for
some time yet.
stroke, a member of the 400

-

A1thoigh the swimmers are yard medley relay team, and eworking mainly on conditioning holder of the 100 yard backand form their eagerness and stroke record.
John Jewell holds the 220 and
willingness to work has stirprised this writer. While talking 440 yard freestyle records and
during the noon is also a member of the record
to Duncan
hour several days ago, many of breaking 400 yard freestyle relay
the team members were york- team.
Ing out in the pool. They would
Gary Dyer was a member of
all be back in the afternoon for the 400 - medley, and 400freetheir regular workout. Judging style relay teans that broke
from this and their attitude as
conference records last year. All
a whole, most members of the three of these swimmers set
squad seem discontent to rely
records as freshmen last year.
On their laurels, but are "hunIn addition, senior John Seregry" for another championship meta was a member of the title
to bring back to Loggerville.
holiing 400freestyle relay team.
These are just a few of the
Competitiom High
With over two dozen men Champion Loggers you will be
working for berths on the team
able to see in action this season
competition is expected to be at the Logger pool. The team
very high, especially in view of has had an enviable record in
the fact that the UPS swlrnniers the past, but has an even bright
have lost only one member er prospect for the future. The
through graduation from last 1962-63 Loggers proIise to be
year's team. Gone from the a highly competitive and interswim scene this year is reliable esting team to watch and supRon Jones who swam the 220 port.
and 440 yard freestyle, along
with the individual medley.
Dave Handy and oJhn Strain
will be missing during the first
semester due to ineligibility.
Brad Bason holder of the Ever(Continued from Page 6)
green Conference 100 yard freeer drilled through the line for
style event, has decided not to
the final two yards. Mancuso's
compete this year.
conversion attempt was blocked.
Newcomers Compete
Since almost every event is
Mickey Kalyk Scores
wide open at this time many
A few minutes later, UPS took
newcomers stand a good chance a punt which rolled dead on the
Of this Logger 16. A 54 yard toss from
of making the team.
group two freshmen are making
Brustkern to Ross was the key
the strongest bids.
play as UPS drove 84 yards in
Bob Harper, from Highline aine playa for the final score.
High School in Seattle, and Bill
Brustkern passed to end Mickey
Marcy, from Tacoma's Lincoln Kalyk, who had replaced Cal
High School, look to be the outCliristoph in the offensive line..
standing yearlings at this moup when the veteran wingman
meat. Both are rated as top had sprained an ankle, for 15
prospects and have turiied in yards and a score. Kalyk made
exceptional times in the past,
a leaping, diving catch, falling
At this writing it is indefinite
over one man and into the end
what events they will be in but zone with the ball between two
Harper's specialty is the breastMancuso's
Eastern defenders.
stroke, while Marcy concentrates
kick into the wind was wide to
on the backstroke.
the right.
are topflight swimmers a fuSather netted 81 yards in 19
ture race between them (possrushing attempts for the Logibly the UPS Senior meet on De.
gers. Rushfeldt carried eight
cember 15) is something every
times for 51 yards and AllLogger swim fan will want
Evergreen halfback Dasso picksee.
ed up 55 yards in seven attempts
Lettermen Returii
Brustkern completed six of 12
Among the ten returning lettermen three, including George pass attempts for 114 yards. Sa.
them completed his only atTeats, Stan Leo, and Handy are
tempt for 35 yards, and Mancittwo - year lettermen. This gives
so connected on his only toss
the squad some added exper.
for
24 yards. Ross hauled in two
ience.
passes for 89 yards. Other reIn addition four of last year's
ceptions: Sather, 2.10 yards;
lettermen hold conference records. George Sickel is the title Rushfeldt, 124 yards; Mancuso,
1-23 yards; Yalyk, 1-5 yards;
holder of the 200-yard back.
and Keith Weeks, 1.12 yards.
Dornfeld punted seven times for
a 38.7 average.
The 19 points were the most
run up against the Savages this
season, and gave UPS 12 wins In
Its last 14 outings with Eastern,
seven by shutouts. The other
two gaines ended In ties. UPS
posted 15 fIrst downs to the Say.
ages' 5 outrushed the Cheney
eleven 166.194, outjssed the
losers 173.34 and compiled
339.157 total yardage advantage
over the league celbw dwellers.
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1962-63 Varsity Swimming Roster
Age
Name
*Bmce Barnes ............................19
Gary Bishop ............................ 19
John Blackburn ......................18
*Gary Dyer ................................ 19
Don Fennel ................................ 18
* *Dave Handy .............................. 21
Bob Harper .........................
Richard Hurst ........................ 20
*JOhn Jewell .............................. 19
Vince Kokich ............................ 18
Larry Johnson ........... . ......19
Joe Lanza .................................. 19
Joe Lisicich ..............................18
**Stan Loe .................................... 20
Bill Marcy .......................18
*Rick Perkins ...............
19
TomReko ..................................18
*John Seremeta ........................ 22
*Gcorge Sickel .............
19
Steve Smart ..............................17
John Strain .............................. 18
Bruce Teats .........................
**Gcorge Teats ............................ 20
*Jerry Williams ........................22
Larry Wills ..... ......................... 23

Yr.
Home Town
Soph. - South Salem, Ore.
Soph. - Tacoma
Fresh. - Bellevue
Soph. - Tacoma
Fresh. -' Olympia
Senior - Wenatchee
Fresh. - Seattle
Junior - Mt. Vernon
Soph. - Tacoma
Fresh. - Tacoma
Soph. - Tacoma
Fresh. - Tacoma
Fresh. - Tacoma
Junior - Tacoma
Fresh. - Tacoma
Soph. - Tacoma
Fresh. - Bothell
Senior - Palo Alto, Calif.
Soph. - Seattle
Fresh. - Seattle
Fresh. - Northbridge, Calif.
Fresh. - Tacoma
Junior - Tacoma
Senior - Seattle
Senior - Tacoma

COACH - Don Duncan
*_Denotes letters won

Olson Trophy
Is Offered
The Cliff Olson Sportsmanship
Trophy is back in circulation
under a new method of selec-.
tion. The trophy was named in
honor of Cliff Olson, former
head coach and athletic director
at Pacific Lutheran University.
The purpose of the. trophy is
to promote better sportsmanship in the Evergreen Confer.
ence, and is awarded annually
to a school in the league on the
basis of team, coach and student body sportsmanship.
After being kept out of cir.
culation because of lack of in.
terest and knowledge of its presence for five years, conference
officials awarded the trophy to
Eastern last spring. University
of British Columbia was the
first recipient in 1951 and repeated in 1952. Central won the
award in 1954 and 1955. Eastern was given the trophy in
1956 and 1957.
The trophy is awarded at the
annual Evergreen Conference
Spring Sports Meet in May.

Loggers Top
Savages, 19-0

ltlWiJ
satisfaction of knowing that they are helping
preserve the very future of America.
How can you become an Air Force Officer?

Among the young people being graduated from
college in these times, there are some who think
and feel—perhaps a little more deeply than the
others—about the world we live in, the future
we face. They ask, "How can I make my career
rea1I meaningful? More than just personally
rewarding?"
.
And many of today's most successful young
people are finding a fulfilling answer to these
questions as officers on the Aerospace Team...
the United States Air Force. They can tell you
that no career could better combine the opportunity for achievement—and the deep inner

If you are a college senior and not currently
enrolled in ROTC, Air Force Officer Training
School provides an opportunity to qualify for
a wide variety of career fields. The graduate of
this three-month course receives a commission
as a second lieutenant. As the Air Force
continues its technological advance, officers
with college training will move into positions
of increasing importance.
For full information—including the opportunity
to earn graduate degrees at Air Force expense
—see the Air Force Selection Team when it
visits your college, visit your local Air Force
Recruiting Office, or write: Air Force Officer
Career Information Dept. SC2 10, Box 805,
New York 1 New York.

U. S. ip

FOR AMERICA 'S FUTURE AND YOUR OWN . . . JOIN THE AEROSPACE TEAM.

PUGET SOVND TRAIL
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Kappa Sigs
Take 1st Place
In Intramurals

Western Washington Is Next
Logger Football Opponent
The powerful Western Washington State College Vikings, a pre-season Evergreen Conference title favorite, tests
the league-leading University of Puget Sound Loggers at the
UPS Campus Field Saturday afternoon. Kickoff time is 1:30.
The Vikings, currently riding in third place, must win
this game to remain in the race for the conference crown.
Plagued by injuries all season, Dr. Jim Lounsberry's Vikings
will be a bit under full strength this weekend as powerful
halfback Dick Nicholl, one of the league's top rushers, suffered a fractured sternum early in the Pacific Lutheran contest last Saturday night and
is probably lost for the seaViks Are Tough
Lounsberry's troops always
are TOUGH, and can be expect.
ed to be doubly so as they
launch their desperate bid to
claim the league title.
Paced by the passing arm of
Terry Parker and the running of
Ken Fry, a 200 pounder, who led
the league's rushers last fall,
the speedy Ron Roe, the Vikings
will also field a massive line on
both offense and defense. Parker is one of the circuit's top
ssers.
The Vikings are deep in
bench strength, and this could
be a vital factor during the
game. This is Western's finest
squad since L.ounsberry took
over the grid reigns in 1960.
UPS has won nine of the last
10 grid contests with the Vikings, and could like nothing better than to stretch that streak.
Probable Starters
Probable UPS starters: ends,
Les Ross and Cal Christoph or
Mickey Kalyk; tackles, Harlan
Patterson and Tom Rawlings;
guards, Ralph Baurnan and Mike
Flannery; center, Dave Campbell, quarterback Mike Brust.
kern; fullback, Paul Rushfeldt;
and halfbacks, Jack Sather and
Jim Maziusco or Gary Dasso.
Probable Logger defensive
starters: ends, Cal Christoph
and Mickey Kalyk; tackles, Jack
Kern and Garry Brown; guards,
Larry Green and Kent Chrisman;
Raebackers, Jim Randall and
Dick Lawrence; backs, Jim Manusco and Dennis Egge; and safety, Les Ross.

Pacific Lutheran
University
presents

Gearge Shearing
and His Quintet
at the

Pacific Lutheran
University
MEMORIAL GYMNASIUM

Fri., Nov. 2, 1962
at 9:00 P.M.
Tickets Available
Lakewood Record Shop,
Sherman Clay, and
PLU; 5-7 p.m..

$1.75-$2.50-$300

Kappa Sigma picked up one
win and a tie to move in front
over Sigma Nu last week in in
tramural standings. Sigma
remained idle with their one
captured the week before.
New Hail, with a tie,
over second place in the hrt Ings, Sigma No falling into a,
five.way tie for third place with
Beta Theta P1, Sigma Chi, S1g
ma Alpha Epsilon and Phi Delta
Theta.
In their first game of the
week, Kappa SIgma tied Sigma
Chi, 0-0. The Kappa Sigs overwhelmed the Phi Delta, 14.0, In
their second encounter to take
over first place. New Hall tn.
umphed in their first game, 13-0,
over Sigma Alpha Epsilon, but
then tied Sigma Chi 6-6 the following day.
The SAE's gained a share of
the flve.way tie by winning one
and losing two. Beta Theta P1
edged by SA.E, 6.0, as did New
Hall. However, Todd Hall fell
13.0.
Following are the scores of
last week and the standings
through Thursday:

22 Basketball

Candidates
Greet, Coach
Twenty - two basketballers
greeted new University of Puget
Sound hoop mentor Russ Wil.
kerson in opening turnouts last
weekend. The Logger coach has
been stressing fundamentals in
the first workouts and plans to
continue this route for the next
several sessions.
The five returning stripe winners are: Bob Abelsett (6-5, 215,
So.), Bill Hansen (6-0, 185, Sr.),
Dale Moore (6-1, 160, Jr.), G.or.
don Pfeifer (6-0, 190, So.) and
Fred Wilde (6-6, 207, Sr.). A
sixth letterman, Rich Brines
(61, 190, Jr., is back after lay.
lag out a year. Bob Sprague
(6-9, 260, Jr.), the league's outstanding center, is scholastically
ineligible, but will be in unl.
form in mid.January.

LOGGERS IN ACtION

-

'lbp: UPS4Cltrs1 grid ac-

ti: bottom: Loggers take to the air.
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Other Returnees

Other returnees from the last
campaign include: Barry Goss
(6.2, 185, Sr.), Bill Kelly (6.3,
So.), Al Kitchel (6-2, 180,
So.) and John Pierce (6-1, 171,
So. Jerry Kaija (6-5, 187, Jr.)
also returns after playing last
year at Centralia Junior Col.
lege. Goss, a front.line reserve
with Princeton two seasons back,
saw limited varsity action last
fall because of the NCAA's 18.
week transfer rule.
Transfers include Bill Tipton
(6-i, 155, So.) from the Seattle
University frosh, and Larry Fejfar (6-1, 163, So.) from Montana
State College.
Freshman hoopsters include:
Wayne Carlson (6-2, 159, SheL
ton), Dick Dahistrom (6.5, 227,
North Kitsap), Harry Hokanson
(6-0, 201, Clover Park), Dave
Peterson (5.11, 165, Wilson),
Russ Rudolph (59, 135, White
River), Carl Spiekerman (5.11,
Goldenda.le), Bill Wicks
(5-11, 190, Eatonville) and Doug
Wilson (6A, 157, Madison of
Portland). Wicks will join the
hoop team after the football
season.
Strain Named (bach
Dick Strain, a three-year Log ger Letterman and Inspirational
Award winner last spring, has
been appointed Junior Varsity
coach, replacing John Marvin.
The Jayvees will play quite a
few junior colleges this fall.
Wilkerson is concentrating on
defensive skills, and is also look.

Imported Car Clinic
5911 Steilacoom Blvd. S.W.
JIJ. 8-1823
(1 block east of Bridgeport and
Steilacoom interseclioo)

School and Faetory Trained
-35 YEARS EXPERIENCE -

Guaranteed ILepair

Parts

W L T Pts PF PA

Kappa Sigma ....2 0 1 5 42 13
NewHall ......... ---101319 6
SigmaNu ...... -... 1002 6 0
Beta Theta PLi 1021214
Phi Delta Theta 1 1 0 2 14 20
SAE ................. -.... 13022647
Sigma Chi ----------0 1 2 2 6 12
ToddHall ............0100013
(Pts.-2 points for win; 1 poInt
for tie)
LAS1 WEEK'S GAMES

New Hall 13, SALE 0
Sigma Cal 0, Kappa Sigma 0
SALE 13, Todd Hall 0
Kappa Sigma 14, Phi Delta
Theta 0
Sigma Chi 6, New Hall 6
Beta Theta Fl 6, SALE (I
Students sold 18,000 "buy a
brick" buttons for the old student union building, now Kitt.
redge Hall. The new Student
Union building was built three
years ago. Kittredge was constructed in 1941.

HOWELL
SPORTING GOODS, Inc.
922 Commerce
S
1TiN6 AROLIN TO HNAL'.
ing for shooting ability. He is
also working on conditioning as
Choppers To Meet
the Loggers prepare for the seaThe Puget Sound Choppers
son-openenig Tacoma Athletic
will hold an Important meet
Commission Tournament Nov.
lug Tuesday night in the Cen30 Dec. 1 at Pacific Lutheran
tral Board room of the StudUniversity.
The principle of a graduated
tax was applied as early as 1797,
when progressive inheritance tax
rates were based on the amount
of inheritance received.
*

GENO'S

October 23, 1962

*

a

The Loggers' first homecom
ing opponent was the Univers
ity of Washington. The Huskies
won 240.

end Center. Meeting time is 9
p. in.
John Whalley, chopper we-

shIest, mid that Tanianawas
picture times will be given
and Chopper hats will be or
dered.

W7halley also stated that
those members not present at
the meeting, and without a
good excuse, may be elimninated from their membership sin..
tus.

'1] I i' liii I
Sixth & Alder

EVERYTHING
for the

CAMERAMAN
• FILM
• FLASH BULBS
• DEVELOPING
• PRINTING

4-HOUR
Black and White Service

ONE DAY
For Color

Kodak Supplies

Camera Mart

Artcraft Studios
6th & Proctor

SK. 2.7277

